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DL Window Fabrication supply high-specification windows,  

doors, conservatories and rooflights.
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Manufacturers and suppliers

Standard of excellence guaranteed

Awarded highest possible energy rating
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DL Window Fabrication are in partnership with Kömmerling,  

the leading award-winning extruder in Europe.

Kömmerling takes its environmental responsibility very seriously, 

assuming its commitment to protecting our eco-system. 

Kömmerling already complies with the requirements of ‘Vinyl 

2010‘ initative, a ten-year voluntary programme on Sustainable 

Development within the PVC industry. In 2001 Kömmerling 

began producing the industry-leading unleaded PVC-u 

Greenline, and has since pioneered further with the launch 

of the innovative recycling initative Recycline.



DL Windows have been in operation since 1995 manufacturing and suppling windows, doors and conservatory 

roofs for all types of houses . Our manufacturing premises are in Clonalvy, Garristown, Co. Dublin, where we 

have invested in leading-edge technology, operated by a highly skilled, precision workforce. From simple, 

traditional windows to  more architecturally demanding designs, our expertise and tailor-made approach  

will ensure that you get the very best. 

“ Our aim: to become synonymous with quality!

 We  give a full, written warranty for your

 windows upon installation. Because we make

 them, we are fully accountable for them!” 

 Danny Lee, Manager, DL Windows.

Our team will meet you to discuss your 

needs and can offer expert advice. We  

can help you choose your windows 

and guide you through the extensive 

selection of accessories. When it comes 

to installation, our team has all the 

experience to get the job done neatly  

and efficiently with minimum disruption. 

We manufacture and supply
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DL Windows are constantly striving for perfection. We use only the best. Our partnership with Kömmerling, 

Europe’s leading extruder, gives us the edge. For instance, while the standard wall thickness for a window frame 

is 2.6mm, our profile has a thichness of 3mm. And this, gives our windows and doors superior strength.

When it comes to glazing, DL Windows lead the field. Conserving energy has 

never been more important than now and insulating with high-grade glazing,  

is one of the most cost-effective ways of doing it. Heat-loss is measured in  

u-values: the lower the value, the greater the insulation properties. 

All glazing used by DL Windows has a u-value of 1.1. The standard is 1.8.

Standard of excellence

The low-maintenence, new PVCu Sash 

window. With its innovative aluminium bar, 

it is one of the most secure vertical sliding 

windows ever.
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In line with the Kyoto Agreement, all buildings being sold or rented must have a Building Energy Rating Cert, 

whereby the insulation properties of the entire house are accessed. It is important that the windows in your 

home contribute to its energy efficiency. When you choose our ‘A’ rated Energy Gold casement windows  

you will receive an official BFRC  ‘A’- Rated Cert. 

The BFRC (British Fenestration Rating Council) is an independent body which is leading the 

development and application of window energy ratings. (Currently, there is no Irish equivelent.) 

The Window Energy Rating label is similar to the EU label used on fridges, washing machines 

and light bulbs. It calculates precisely the overall u-value of the entire window, taking into 

account solar gain and heat loss through air infiltration as well as climate data. You can log on  

to the BFRC website at www.bfrc.org to verify any companies claims to be A-rated certified.

Window Energy Rating: A

DL Windows’ are proud to announce a BFRC  

‘A ’ RATING on our Energy Gold casement 

windows.
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Security is a primary concern when choosing new windows and doors. All our uPVC doors have a  

Gu Rino Hook lock, renowned in the industry to be the most secure, and awarded the title Secure by Design after 

extreme testing. It also has an optional safety catch, whereby the door may be opened slightly but cannot be 

forced open fully.

All DL Windows’ windows and doors are 

internally glazed, thus making it impossible 

for intruders to remove the glass.

All our casement windows – depending on your budget – can be upgraded to 

be fitted with Siegenia’s Trident Security Espag locks – the most advanced locking 

system on the market and also awarded the title Secure by Design. In addition, 

to compliment this lock, our side-hung casement windows can be fitted with 

hinge guards as an optional extra. This gives further protection as it prevents  

the possibility of the hinges being levered out with a jimmie-bar.

Rest assurred…
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With DL Windows, everything is traceable back to reputable suppliers – everything down to the last nut and bolt. 

Our obsession with presision can be attested to, for instance, even down to how often we test all our welders – or, 

the fact that we calibrate our rules every day, rather than every week, which is standard. You can be sure that the 

product you get from DL Windows is superior in every facet.

Wheelchair access is something which Irish 

Building Regulations demand home-builders 

take into consideration, with at least one 

entrance being ‘low-threshold’.

When it comes to Fire and Safety, DL Windows will always ensure that the 

windows they provide for you meet with the strict regulations which exist in 

Ireland, with the minimum opening requirement of 0.33sq.m. Not all window 

providers do this because in many cases, it is the cheaper option to disregard the 

regulations.

Fire Regulations
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Let the luxury of natural sunlight stream into your living areas… with dramatic gable-end windows, 

conservatories, sun-rooms, french doors (opening in or out), or bi-folding doors which can span up to  

6 metres.

A rooflight is the perfect solution for a dark room. Virtually non-invasive, they 

will allow light into your home, brightening up even the darkest corners. All 

are tailor-made to suit, in aluminium. Ventilation is achieved through small  

opening vents which can be operated by a pole-and-hook system, or by remote 

control. 

Roof light

In typical German standard of excellence 

and reliability, Kömmerling use only lead-

free PVC. This means that your windows 

will look white and new for many years. 

Lower-grade materials will look well worn 

and aged after a relatively short period – 

or worse: turn a shade of pink.

Sunlight



Remember, our only limits  
are the boundries of your imagination.

The first choice to make is the style of window /door. Secondly, how would you like your windows to open…  

side-hung? …or perhaps tilt-and-turn? Next, your choice of colour, and finally, you may like to consider a design on 

the glass itself. Don’t worry if you’re baffled, our DL Windows team is well experienced in every twist and turn of the 

window business and are on hand to give you any assistance you may need.

Your best choice
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